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mplicit surfaces have uses in areas as diverse as mathematics, science, and solid modeling. We discuss algorithms to locate and render the intersection curves of implicit surfaces. The general surface intersection problem is large and complex, and within this general context our aims are quite modest.
We wish to construct piecewise linear approximations to the intersection curves for rendering purposes.
Our intersection algorithms have a number of applications: rendering the intersection curves of two implicit surfaces, aiding the visualization of individual surfaces, and plotting functions on implicit surfaces. Our algorithms can trim one surface against another, and they work best with surfaces that are at least C 1 continuous. We are concerned with intersecting arbitrary implicit surfaces that might consist of numerous unconnected sections. We focus on the graphical applications. The "Related Work" sidebar discusses other approaches.
Rendering surface intersection curves
The equations of implicit surfaces are of the form f(x, y, z) − α = 0,
where f(x, y, z) is a scalar field and α is a constant. According to Equation 1 , implicit surfaces are the isovalued surfaces of scalar fields. A simple example is the equipotential surface of numerous point charges. Algorithm 1 in Figure 1 is a top-level view of the algorithm that renders the intersection curves of two implicit surfaces. Here, the user specifies a viewing cube in which to search for and plot surface intersections. The algorithm works by recursively subdividing this cube down to a maximum user-specified subdivision level, that is, plotDepth. We refer to nodes at plotDepth as plotting nodes. The algorithm doesn't use adaptive subdivision as in Bloomenthal 1 because this would increase the algorithm's complexity. 2 With constant subdivision, low subdivision depths render quickly and help establish the viewing and other parameters before rendering at higher resolution and with a higher plotDepth value.
During subdivision, we use interval arithmetic techniques to discard those nodes that don't contain one or both of the surfaces. 3 Since our algorithms work for both algebraic and nonalgebraic implicit surfaces, we can only use intervals to provide an exclusion test for a surface in a node. Any nodes that might contain both surfaces are subdivided, and their child nodes recursively checked in the same manner down to plotDepth.
In Algorithm 1, depth is the recursion depth, initially set to zero; x, y, and z are the coordinates of a node corner, initially set to one of the corners of the search cube; and d is the length of a node side, initially set to the length of the search cube side. The arguments f1 (= 0) and f2 (= 0) are the two surfaces being intersected. The function SurfaceNotPresent uses the natural interval extension of the specified function to test whether the surface exists in the specified node. 3 Intervals improve the algorithms' robustness by guaranteeing that no nodes that might contain the surfaces are discarded during subdivision. They don't, however, guarantee that no parts of the surfaces or intersection curves in the viewing cube are missed. For example, a surface might have a small isolated section that lies completely inside a plotting node and is therefore missed by the polygonization process we describe later. As far as we are aware, this doesn't apply to any of the surfaces rendered in this article.
If plotDepth is high enough and the surfaces are at least C 1 , at most a single section of each surface will exist in a plotting node, and polygons that are approximately planar can represent the surface sections for computational and rendering purposes. If this condition is satisfied and the polygons intersect, we can represent the intersection curve segment in a plotting node by a line segment. By construction, the end points of the intersection curve segment always lie on shared edges of the plotting node, and we use the false position method to find them. As a result, their union from different plotting nodes will always be continuous curves in the viewing cube. The intersection curves can consist of any number of closed curves in the viewing cube and curves with end points on the viewing cube faces.
SurfacePresent tests whether the surface is present in the plotting node by testing the signs of the specified function at the plotting node corners. DrawIntersection tests whether the polygons intersect. If they do, it calculates and renders the intersection line.
Our previous algorithm for rendering single surfaces constructs the surface polygons. 4 This method works in the same way as Algorithm 1, except that it only has one surface to deal with. The surface is polygonized in the plotting nodes, under the previously discussed assumption of planarity.
After we construct the polygons, we sort them by distance to the camera and render them in the order of furthest to nearest. We can also render selected polygon out-
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Related Work
Researchers have developed numerous algorithms for rendering implicit surfaces based on recursive space subdivision techniques, starting with the classic paper by Bloomenthal.
1 Subsequent algorithms include Suffern and Fackerell, 2 Schmidt, 3 Velho, 4 and Balsys and Suffern. 5 Bloomenthal provides a recent book on implicit surfaces. 6 These recursive algorithms primarily render implicit surfaces for which explicit formulas of the form shown in Equation 1 in the main text exist. This also applies to the algorithms we discuss in the article. These algorithms produce polygonizations of the surface that a variety of standard techniques-wire frame, hidden line removal, or constant shaded polygons-can render.
Recently, Hui and Jiang 7 discussed the tetrahedral-based polygonization and intersection of implicit surface patches, and Wyvill et al. 8 discussed a sophisticated algorithm for the polygonization and intersection of implicit surfaces in a constructive solid geometry tree. Figure 2a shows the equipotential surface of numerous point charges for which the implicit equation is This is a nonalgebraic surface. Figure 2b shows the union of this surface with a sphere and Figure 2c shows a stereo pair of the intersection curves arranged for transverse viewing.
Plotting functions on implicit surfaces
Before we discuss the algorithm for plotting the contour lines of functions defined on implicit surfaces, we first must define what we mean by a function defined on an implicit surface. Consider a surface f(x, y, z) = 0, intersected by two isosurfaces, as illustrated in Figure  3 . Although this is a closed surface, the algorithm is just as valid for open surfaces because we always clip open surfaces to the viewing cube. Figure 3 also shows two isovalued surfaces of another implicit function g(x, y, z) that intersect the first surface, and intersection curves. For given functions f and g, there exists an interval I = [A, B] such that if α ∈ I, the implicit surface g(x, y, z) − α = 0 intersects the surface f(x, y, z) = 0. In general, the interval I might be finite, semi-infinite, infinite, or empty. (Depending on the functions f and g, there might exist numerous disjoint intervals). When I isn't empty, the function g takes a range of values over the surface f, and we plot the contour lines of constant g on f for selected values of α ∈ I. Consequently, we don't plot functions defined only on implicit surfaces; instead, the functions we use are defined throughout regions of R 3 that contain the surfaces, or parts of the surfaces.
The algorithm for plotting the contour lines proceeds as follows. First, we must estimate the limits of the interval I, because these bound the contour line values. For plotting purposes, we only require an estimate of A and B, not exact values. To obtain the estimates, we first polygonize the surface f(x, y, z) = 0 in the search cube, as in Suffern and Fackerell. 4 We then evaluate the function g(x, y, z) at a vertex of each polygon. We take the minimum and maximum values thus obtained as the limits of I, and choose a number of equally spaced values between these limits as the values of α for the contour levels. We don't use the limits themselves as contour levels because, if f(x, y, z) = 0 is closed, the resulting contours can become arbitrarily small closed curves as α approaches the limits, and our algorithm would thus poorly render these contours. We discuss this point further in the "Conclusions and future work" section.
For each contour level α, the surface g(x, y, z) − α = 0 is intersected with f(x, y, z) = 0, and the algorithm stores the intersections in the polygon data structures. As more than one contour line can intersect a polygon, we allow the addition of an arbitrary number of intersection line segments to each polygon. The algorithm stores the polygons in a linked list and each list node contains vertex, contour lines, and other relevant polygon data. Finally, the surface f(x, y, z) = 0 is rendered, as described previously, together with the intersection line segments. Figure 4a shows some contours of the equipotential surface of Figure 2 rendered on a sphere. This algorithm can also aid in the visualization of individual implicit surfaces by plotting contour lines on them. Although the polygon outlines are suitable for this purpose, 2 their outlines always exist in parallel planes perpendicular to the coordinate axes, and their spacings must be a multiple of the plotting node width. The intersection algorithm is more flexible and general because the number, spacing, and contour orientation are arbitrary, and they don't have to lie in planes. Figure 4b is an example of how we can tailor the contours to most effectively visualize an individual surface. This surface is a cyclide intersected with a series of planes rotated through equal angular intervals about an axis.
A useful function to help visualize arbitrary surfaces is the linear function ax + by + cz − α = 0 whose isolevel surfaces are planes with normal vector n = (a, b, c) . This can produce contour lines in sets of parallel planes with arbitrary orientation. We illustrate this with applications in special relativity and celestial mechanics. Figure 4c shows half of a sphere moving with the speed 0.35c in the direction of the arrow, where the observer is at the red dot, and c is the speed of light. 5 Figure 4d shows half of a zero velocity surface from the restricted three-body problem in celestial mechanics. 6 
Curvature of implicit surfaces
Curvature is an important intrinsic property of surfaces that we use to analyze and visualize surface properties. The "Curvature Formulas for Implicit Surfaces" sidebar gives formulas based on Spivak for the Gaussian curvature K and mean curvature H for implicit surfaces.
According to these formulas, K and H are themselves implicit functions of x, y, and z defined throughout a region of R 3 , but whose values on the surface f(x, y, z) = 0 are the surface's curvatures. We can therefore plot their isovalued contours on the surface by the intersection algorithm. Since K and H involve the second partial derivatives of f, this intersection algorithm application is only usable for surfaces that are at least C 2 continuous. A simple example is an ellipsoid whose Gaussian curvature is 
Curvature Formulas for Implicit Surfaces
Spivak 1 derives formulas for the Gaussian (K) and mean (H) curvatures of implicit surfaces. Using these formulae it's simple to derive the following explicit expressions for K and H in terms of the partial derivatives of the function f(x, y, z). and for a particular value of K this is another ellipsoid. Figure 5a shows an ellipsoid rendered with 10 Gaussian curvature contour lines, equally spaced in value. Figure  5b shows one of the curvature surfaces (from the Equation 2 example) intersecting the ellipsoid. We can use implicit surfaces as blend surfaces in solid modeling. An easy way to blend two functions f and g is to take their product. We can then render the surface fg − c = 0 for some value of c. As an example, the surface
blends two perpendicular cylinders, which Figure 5c shows rendered with xc = 20 and c = 10,000, with several of its Gaussian curvature contour lines. Because the expression for the Gaussian curvature for this surface is long, we don't quote it here.
Contour maps
We can easily adapt the algorithm for plotting functions to plot contour maps, which use shaded images of functions instead of contour lines. To achieve this, we determine the function range, calculate the contour value at the centroid of each polygon, and set the polygon's color according to a color ramp. The algorithm maps the ramp's ends to the function's upper and lower bounds on the surface, using linear interpolation for intermediate values. A minor problem is that when a function varies rapidly over a surface region, the polygon colors also change rapidly in that region. Because each polygon is a single color, this can make the polygonization of the surface obvious. The specular highlights in Figures 2 and 4 show this effect, which using large values for plotDepth can minimize, as in Figure 5 . In this figure, the polygons are only a few pixels across. Figure 5d shows a contour map of the blend surface's Gaussian curvature plotted in Figure 5c . The color ramp is along the bottom of the figure with the lowest value K = −0.0305557 mapped to the left (cyan), and the highest K = 0.0005410 mapped to the right (red). Notice how most of the surface is cyan, but cyan is only a few percent of the ramp. This is because the curvature varies slowly over most of the surface.
Surface trimming
By modifying the algorithms discussed previously, we can trim one implicit surface against the other, and thus perform Boolean operations on the surfaces. For simplicity, we use the terminology inside or outside, even though open (unbounded) implicit surfaces such as the blend surface in Figure 5c don't have an inside or an outside; it is the sign change of f(x, y, z) across an implicit surface that is used in the algorithms.
When the polygons in a plotting node intersect, we must split them along their intersection line. Within a plotting node, a polygon can have from three to six sides, but when it's split, polygons of three to seven sides can result, as illustrated in Figure 6 . Figure 6a shows a sixsided cyan polygon; Figure 6b shows this polygon intersected with a five-sided yellow polygon and the resulting (red) line of intersection. Figure 6c shows the two parts of the cyan polygon after splitting along the line of intersection. Note the larger polygon in Figure 6c has 7 sides. Since implicit surfaces are either closed or unbounded, the situation depicted in Figure 6d can't occur. Algorithm 2 in Figure 7 polygonizes both surfaces, and splits the polygons that intersect. This algorithm stores polygons of both surfaces in one linked list, and each polygon data structure stores the polygon vertices, the surface to which it belongs, and whether it's inside or outside the other surface. When two polygons intersect, they are split into four new polygons where each new polygon is either inside or outside the other surface. The polygon splitting algorithm is best understood by examining Figure  8 . In this figure, we explain how the algorithm works for splitting the cyan polygon abcd of function f. The inputs to SplitPolygon are the two polygons in the plotting node and the splitting function (either f or g), as this function determines the inside/outside relationship of the two parts of the polygon to be split.
In Figure 8 the red line mn splits this polygon into parts that are inside and outside g, whose signs are indi- cated at the vertices of the plotting node. To determine the first split polygon for f we iterate around its vertices checking them against all the vertices of g in this plotting node until we find a face with an intersection point m between the lines bc and hi representing surfaces f and g on it. This calculated intersection point forms a vertex of both the outside polygon mcdn and inside polygon mnab of f, and we start constructing the first split polygon with this intersection point m. At this stage we have iterated through vertices a and b to find m, and the next vertex of the polygon for function f in turn is c. We find g(c) to evaluate whether the split polygon is inside or outside and add c as the split polygon's next vertex.
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For each new face of the plotting node we check whether there is a second intersection on the face between the lines representing surfaces f and g. If there is no intersection we add the vertex d to the split polygon and repeat the process for the next vertex of the function f polygon. If there is an intersection we add the intersection point n to the split polygon vertices and close the first split polygon. In this way we create polygon mcdn in Figure 8 as an outside polygon of surface f.
We find the other split polygon by creating another new polygon with the intersection points m and n (found in the previous step), as the first two vertices. We find subsequent vertices by iterating from the last function f polygon vertex d considered in the proceeding phase. The next vertex is a, which we add to the second split polygon list (our list is then mna). We continue adding vertices to the new split polygon list until we come to the vertex b that marks the face with the first intersection point on it, m, and this is the last vertex for the new split polygon list. Our complete inside polygon list is then mnab.
We call the algorithm twice for each node, reversing the polygons and functions parameters for the call. Special cases can occur where one of the intersection points occur along an edge or corner of the plotting node rather than on a face. However, the polygon splitting algorithm just described works equally well in these cases.
Splitting the polygons lets us perform the Boolean operations union, intersection, and difference on implicit surfaces. After we polygonize both surfaces and split the intersecting polygons, the algorithm sorts all polygons into the order of distance from the camera, and renders them. This lets us draw the sections of one surface that are inside or outside the other surface. For visualization purposes, this is a more flexible way of rendering parts of surfaces than simply adjusting the viewing cube's position.
We used Algorithm 2 to produce Figures 2b and 5b, which are unions. Figures 9a and 9b show the sections of the blend surface in Figure 5c . Figure 9a shows the blend surface that's outside its K = −0.01 Gaussian curvature surface. Figure 9b shows the regions of the blend surface within its K = −0.01 Gaussian curvature surface. Figure  9c shows the blend surface and its K = −0.01 Gaussian curvature surface, which is closed. Figure 9d is a cutaway created by moving the center of the viewing cube down, so that its upper face cuts the curvature surface and reveals its inner structure. This figure demonstrates that Algorithm 2 can successfully intersect nearly parallel surfaces. However, some polygons are missing from the curvature surface near the center of the figure, where it appears to have a tangential self-intersection. Algorithm 2 can't handle this situation. For Figures 9a and 9b we wanted to split the blend surface along the intersection with its K = 0 surface, but it appears from our graphical explorations that the K = 0 surface has a self-intersection where it intersects the blend surface. This confused the polygonization process and again resulted in missing polygons along the intersection line.
Finally, we can modify Algorithm 2 to perform solid modeling as illustrated in Figure 10 for a super ellipsoid with the blend surface in Figure 5 subtracted. This is just a demonstration of a constructive solid geometry (CSG) tree with one operator (difference) and two leaf nodes. Solid modeling of implicit surfaces is most usefully employed in an implicit surface modeling system such as in Wyvill, Guy, and Galin, which allows evaluation of arbitrary CSG trees. 
Conclusions and future work
Our algorithms are quite simple at the top level, as shown by Algorithms 1 and 2, and they use interval techniques to improve the octree subdivision's robustness. This is important because implicit surfaces can consist of numerous unconnected sections. Although the present algorithms are effective at their assigned tasks, we can extend their capabilities at the cost of increased complexity.
First, we can currently only use a single scalar field to draw contours on a given surface, as in Figures 4 and 5 . If we could use more than one scalar field, we could, for example, render surfaces with numerous contours in perpendicular families of planes, similar to the selected polygon outlines used in Figures 2, 5 , 9, and 10, but with the flexibility to specify the contours' orientation. Second, all the plotting nodes are at the same depth, plotDepth, which we must choose so that planar (or nearly planar) polygons can represent the surfaces accurately enough in the plotting nodes for rendering and intersection purposes. This can generate large numbers of polygons. A more efficient strategy might be, at first glance, the use of adaptive subdivision where the local curvature of the surfaces determines plotDepth. Bloomenthal 1 first used this approach for rendering single implicit surfaces and to gain efficiency-caused by high subdivision depths only occurring in highcurvature regions. The algorithm would then be considerably more complex than the constant plotDepth algorithms because it must fill the cracks that arise between plotting nodes at different depths. 1, 2 However, any implicit surface intersection algorithm that uses adaptive depth based on curvature must also take the following facts into account. There are three independent curvatures involved: those of the two surfaces and that of the intersection curve. The curvature of the intersection curve is independent of the curvatures of the surfaces. This curvature can be zero, as when a circular cylinder intersects a plane parallel to the cylinder axis, or unbounded, as when two intersecting spheres are moved apart so that they just touch. As the spheres come into tangent contact, the intersection circle's radius approaches zero and its curvature approaches infinity. The solution is probably to drive the subdivision with the highest curvature of the two surfaces and/or the intersection curve in regions where there is an intersection.
Third, we could extend the algorithm to polygonize singular surfaces that self-intersect, including splitting the polygons as in Figure 8 , where both polygons belong to the same surface. This would allow the rendering of the missing polygons in Figure 9d . I 10 Blend surface in Figure 5 subtracted from a superellipsoid.
